Daawat-e-music event at JKLU

The program was organized by MY FM, radio. A music show was conducted by MY FM in association with
JKLU at University campus on 01.03.2016. All faculties, students and other staff members participated in
the program. It was an eventful gathering where students sang songs along with RJ Kartik of MY FM.

Adieu farewell party”
The farewell programme for the final year students was scheduled on 13 th May 2016 from 3:30
PM onwards in IM Amphitheatre. The theme for farewell was “Western Side Meets Country Side” where
all the 3rd year students dressed in village outlook whereas the fourth-year students appeared in
complete western culture adding gravitas to the venue. The amphitheatre was nicely decorated with
countryside ornaments and all the coordinators welcomed their “foreign guests” with a tilak on their
foreheads. The inaugural session was started with a welcome dance by the anchors of programme - Mr.
Aman Agarwal and Ms. Shubhangi Jain from 3rd year. After this all the guests were invited to lighten the
lamp and Saraswati Vandana. Our Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Dr. R.L. Raina gave farewell address to the
passing out batch and their words evoked emotions in the gathering. Later on, the students were
addressed by the Director IET Dr. Anupam Kumar Singh, acknowledging the students about their new
life ahead, the kind of fear that prevails in a mind if anything is attempted for the first time and
detailing them about the courage required to face each test in their life.

Farewell Programme Institute of Management
22nd April, 2016

In an emotional atmosphere inside the Amphitheatre of the Institute of Management JKLU, the students
and staff of the Institute of Management bid adieu to the outgoing MBA (Batch 2014-16) and BBA (Batch
2013-16) on 22nd April, 2016 at a grand farewell function held at the University campus.
The programme started with junior batch whole heartedly extending a warm welcome to their
senior counterparts, followed by a recorded message of Dr. S. K. Majumdar- Director Institute of
management, as he was not present during the event because of his prior assignments. The Chairpersons
of the respective progrmme Dr. Sheetal Mundra and Dr. Kapil Arora wished them success in their
future endeavors. Dr. Arora made the students of outgoing batch take an oath to be fair and ethical which
performing their duties as managers. Honorable Vice Chancellor, Dr. R.L. Raina blessed the students with
his inspiring words and asked them to step on the path of truth and humanity. He also wished them
Good-Luck for bright and successful future and carry forward the brand JKLU.
The host of the evening made all possible efforts to show the students the glimpse of their two years
stays. The event was marked with a number of melodious song performances by the junior students. It
was great to see outgoing students dress up and participate in many fun activities. Number of games and
performances were there for the enjoyment of students. Performances of 1st year students were
appreciated and applauded by all.
Different Titles were awarded to the outgoing students. The juniors gave parting gift to their beloved
seniors as a token of remembrance and love.
The senior students shared their experience of the time spent in the University with the audience and
they thanked the student coordinators for organizing the wonderful evening. They also extended their
warm gratitude to the faculty coordinators of the event.
The mesmerizing music, songs, flash freezing lights and the exuberant students were the defining
moments in the party. It was the day of love, affection, trust and above all the bond of togetherness and
belongingness. The program concluded with the gala dinner.

Farewell
The farewell programme for the final year students was scheduled on 13 th May 2016 from 3:30 PM
onwards in IM Amphitheatre. The theme for farewell was “Western Side Meets Country Side” where all
the 3rd year students dressed in village outlook whereas the fourth-year students appeared in complete
western culture adding gravitas to the venue. The amphitheatre was nicely decorated with countryside
ornaments and all the coordinators welcomed their “foreign guests” with a tilak on their foreheads. The
inaugural session was started with a welcome dance by the anchors of programme - Mr. Aman Agarwal
and Ms. Shubhangi Jain from 3rd year. After this all the guests were invited to lighten the lamp and
Saraswati Vandana. Our Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Dr. R.L. Raina gave farewell address to the passing out
batch and their words evoked emotions in the gathering.

A Report on Founder’s Day Programme

JK Lakshmipat University, Jaipur celebrated the 105th Birth Anniversary of its founder, Lala Lakshmipat
Singhania with exuberance and elegance on 23 November, 2015. Shri Bharat Hari Singhania, Hon’ble
Chancellor of the University and President of the JK Organization, graced the occasion with his
presence. Shri
Kali Charan Saraf, hon
’able Minister
for
Higher,
Technical,
Sanskrit
Education, Sainik Kalyan & Science and Technology Department, Government of Rajasthan, presided
over as the Chief Guest on the occasion.
Led by the University administration comprising Dr R.L. Raina, the Vice Chancellor, Dr S. K. Majumdar,
Director, Institute of Management and Dr Anupam Kumar Singh, Director, Institute of the Engineering
and Technology, the programme was attended by faculty, staff members and students of the University.
In his welcome address Dr R.L. Raina, the Vice Chancellor of the University highlighted that university’s
dream to make it the most sought-after Institution of this nation. He mentioned that the elements of
‘quality’, ‘economy’ and ‘socio-cultural sensitivity’ are built in all the three critical components of a higher
education institution of excellence which includes input in terms of faculties and students, processes of
grooming students at the university and output in terms of right kind of talent equipped with the requisite
skill sets and competencies.
In his address Shri Bharat Hari Singhania, the Chancellor highlighted dreams and achievements of Late
Lala Lakshmipat Singhania and shared how the University was focused on helping students gain exposure,
develop proficiency, enhance skills and achieve success in their career and life.
In his speech Shri Kali Charan Saraf pointed out the efforts of the Govt. of Rajasthan in facilitating the
participation of private sector in higher education. He appreciated the vision of JK Organisation to
provide higher education to the people of this country and especially the students of Rajasthan. He also
remembered the days when students from Rajasthan migrated to other parts of the country for higher
education. He expressed pride that now the students from other states come to Rajasthan for higher
education.
He expressed
surprise
and
appreciation
about
the rich
library
and modern laboratories provided by the University. He was confident that with such infrastructure and
efficient faculty the University will emerge as one of the best Universities of Rajasthan. Shri
Kali Charan Saraf closed his speech by expressing all possible support to the University from the State
government.
The evening came to an end with the students of the University presenting a colorful cultural programme
and enthralling the audience with mesmeric performances.

Activity Report of JK Lakshmipat University Fraternity Club (JKLUFC):- (July 2015 to December 2015)
Independence Day Celebration (15/08/15) the69th Independence Day was the big event for all the
JKLUFC members along with their families. The event was started with statutory flag hosting by the Vice
chancellor Dr. Devi Singh in the presence of all the staff members of JK Lakshmipat University. Later the
JKLUFC combined their activities in the program. The different activities & fun games included were
Musical chair, Lemon spoon race, and Tug of War etc. there were some extempore Performance. The
event was filled with patriotic flavor when some of the members sang songs of patriotic feelings. Later
the winners of the games were awarded with gifts. The event venue was decorated with lots of tri color
balloons which made the event lively. Small flags distributed to children and flag badges to all the
members. The event was concluded with a sumptuous lunch.

Picture of Dr.Devi Singh along with fraternity club members during the high tea(03-09-2015)

Fresher’s Day

JK Lakshmipat University organized a Fresher’s Party “Parichay 2015” on 19 th August 2015. The day marks
the mingling of newcomers with Senior students through a grand welcome, fashion show, talent hunt
and fresher’s competition.
The event started with the Welcome Song and Ganesh Vandana by Kunj and Talib. The students
who were eagerly waiting for the turn to showcase their talent, turned up the mighty and enthusiastic
fresher’s 2016 during the first round of talent show. It was followed by the first round of the fashion
show. Later the contest included rounds such as talent display, dress parade and the like, which wove
the magic of fun and joy in to the event. Meanwhile the freshers were thrilled with the Bhangra Dance
and songs.
Freshers showcased their fashion and style through their ramp walk. All were decked as per the
occasion and were carrying different props. The event was judged by Dr. Sandeep Tomar, Dr. Kapil Arora,
Dr. Kavita Choudhary and Dr. Richa Mishra. Based on their performance in the initial rounds, ten students
were selected for the final “Question & Answer Round”. Due to heavy downpour the final round was
conducted on Sept. 3 where the contestants had to prove that they were persons with beauty and brains
and had the presence of mind and confidence not only to give the correct answers but also to
communicate effectively.
Tushar Sharma of BTech was crowned as “Mr Fresher-2016” and Anushka Sethi – BBA-I as “Miss
Fresher-2016” through several round of enjoyable competitions. Jaswant Singh Deora – B.Tech-I was
crowned “Mr. Talent 2016” and Anshika Pangaria – B.Tech-I as “Ms. Talent 2016” in talent round.
94.3 MYFM also conducted talent show during the event and had given invitation to “Mr Fresher2016” and “Miss Fresher-2016” to their studio.
The event coordinators were Dr Ashwini Sharma, Dr Shahnawaz Khan, Dr. Jaya Gupta and Dr.
Vaibhav Kaushik.

Institute of Engineering and Technology
Invocation and Induction (July 20-24, 2015)
An
Invocation
and
Induction
Programme
for
the
entrants
of
new
batch
of B.Tech and M.Tech at the Institute of Engineering and Technology was organized on 20-24 July, 2015.
In the first half of first day, July 20, students registered themselves in their respective branches of
engineering.
In the second half, the invocation started with welcoming the new students. Dr.
Sandeep Kumar Tomar, briefed the gathering about the purpose of the Invocation and Induction
Programme which was to introduce and orient students to the vision, academic system and the facilities
at the University. The Programme formally started with the invocation of Saraswati, the goddess of
learning. Dr. Anupam Kumar Singh, Director IET and Col. S. Manohar, Deputy Registrar, JKLU lighting the
lamp and everyone in the audience standing up to the Saraswati Vandana.

Spardha

“Gold medals aren't really made of gold. They're made of sweat, determination, and a hard-to-find
alloy called guts which only a sportsman has.”

From 27th February to 1st March, 2015 JK Lakshmipat University organized its Fourth National Sports Meet
“SPARDHA 2015”, an unforgettable and a never-ending fiesta. The event was coordinated by Prof.
Devendra Bhavsar, Sports Coordinator, JKLU along with student Sports Coordinator Abhishek Singh. The
sails were kicked off and waved by the sponsors Wonder Cement & JK Group. The entire event was an
amalgamation of hard work, commitment and zeal.
It is rightly said that “Serious sport has nothing to do with fair play. It is bound up with hatred, jealousy,
boastfulness, disregard of all rules.” In other words, it is war minus the shooting and it was witnessed
when the University received overwhelming response from around 50 institutions of different states with
participation of about 600 students. Glorified institutions such as LNMIIT, MUJ, SKIT, VIT, JECRC, DRIT, JIT
and Ansal University were the highlights with a massive participation. A total of 16 games and sports
were held, namely, Table Tennis, Chess, Carom, Basketball, Volleyball, Kabaddi, Football, Box Cricket, 3A Basketball, 3-A Volleyball, LAN Gaming, Badminton, Cricket, Shot Put, Long Jump and 100 m Race.
After a three-day long grueling competition, the sports meet came to an end with a never forgetting
promise of meeting again and the winners and participants were applauded by prizes which were
distributed in the Valedictory session. Cash Prizes, Trophies and Certificates were given to winners and
runner ups of each event boosting their enthusiasm.

Verbal Duel ‘16
To mark the tradition set in 2012, JK Lakshmipat University organized the 4th National Debate
Competition on the theme, Man is born free but everywhere he is in chains! on 23rd February 2016. The
event invited participants at school level and college/university level from across the nation.
The inaugural session began at 10:30 am, graced with the attendance of Dr. Roshan L.
Raina, Hon’able Vice Chancellor, and Dr. Anupam K. Singh, Director-Institute of Engineering and
Technology at JK Lakshmipat University. The session commenced as the dignitaries lit the lamp and
invoked divinity and devoutness for the event. Priyal Bohra, student, MBA, welcomed and introduced the
jury members. The jury consisted of Dr. Usha Kanoongo, Mr. Mukesh Vyas, Mrs. Sita A.
Kumar, Dr. Sandeep Tomar and Mrs. Chhavi Singhal. Dr. Anupam K. Singh delivered the welcome
address. Aditya Awasthu, Student Co-ordinator, introduced the event and the theme to the
gathering. The emcee proceeded to declare the rules and regulations of the debate. The evaluation was
team-based across three rounds. The first round would allow each team member to speak in favour and
against the motion respectively and the second would invite each participant to rebut the opinion of their
fellow contestants. Post this, five teams shall qualify for the final Question & Answer round at each level.
The emcee then invited Dr. Raina to the dais for his address.
After the Inaugural session, the volunteering team guided the entire assembly to the group photograph
session. The first round for each level began at their respective venues. The college level witnesses
eloquent speakers from The IIS University, Poornima College of Engineering, ARYA Institute,
MNIT, Manipal Institute, JECRC and JK Lakshmipat University. The emcees for the same
were Prachi and Meesha. At the school level, the competition comprised Neerja Modi School,
Birla Balika Vidyapeeth, Mahaveer Public School and Maheshwari Public School. The emcees at the
school level were Shikhar and Anjali.
The speakers spoke fervently with consummate expression, transferring their heightened levels of
enthusiasm and energy to the gathering. The lunch was followed by rebuttal
round. Divy and Shekhar hosted the rebuttal at College Level, while Ayush and Sushane hosted the same
at School Level with utmost charisma and vigour. Post the rebuttal, five teams from each category then
were selected by the jury to participate for the question and answer round. Aditya Awasthi, conducted
the Q&A round, where the jury asked questions to the contestants to justify their opinions. The finalists’
wits and spontaneity were put to test to sort out the winners. The session concluded and the Valedictory
session was commenced. The jury and the participants gave appreciative feedback to the hosts.
Dr. Raina presented the closing remarks. The volunteering team presented the compiled results. In the
school
category, Maheshwari Public
School secured
the
runner-up position
while Birla Balika Vidyapeeth secured the winner rank, while at college level, MNIT bagged the runnerup and The IISU secured the winner position.
The event concluded with a heartfelt vote of thanks. Regardless of the electrifying debate that defined
the day’s proceedings, all the means that were used led to a successful end of a successful
beginning.

